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This book is in an excellent condition.

About the AuthorThayer Tolles (Metropolitan Museum of Art) discusses Augustus Saint-
Gaudens, his work, and the western legacy left by his disciplesPeter H. Hassrick is Director
Emeritus and Senior Scholar at the Buffalo Bill Center of the West. He is the author, coauthor, or
editor of many publications, including Frederic Remington: A Catalogue Raisonné II, Painted
Journeys: The Art of John Mix Stanley, and In Contemporary Rhythm: The Art of Ernest L.
Blumenschein.Andrew Walker (St. Louis Art Museum) illustrates how the 1904 World's Fair
included a monumental sculpture initiative. An additional essay by Hassrick focuses on the
diverse portrayals of cowboy imagery following the success of Remington's Broncho
Buster.Sarah E. Boehme is Curator at the Stark Museum of Art and author of contributions to
Shaping the West: American Sculptors in the 19th Century; In Contemporary Rhythm: The Art of
Ernest L. Blumenschein; and Forging an American Identity: The Art of William Ranney.
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Kerry James Marshall: Mastry



Gordon Marshall, “A Long Overdue Retrospective of one of America's greatest living artists..
Martin Puryear, like Louise Bourgeois , defies categories and this makes him a challenge for
anyone organizing an exhibition or a book for that matter. His workmanship is outstanding and
this tends to lead viewer astray into thinking that fine finish is really what he is after. His thought
provoking sculptures appear so simple, yet they are both artistically and techinically complex.
This book is an outstanding example of what can be done when those producing the book
understand the work of the artist they are trying to disaplay.”

Stephen jenkins, “Five Stars. great in depth look at a great artist!!”

marco, “great book. Wonderful artist. great book. Wonderful artist, Lots of nice large
reproductions with just the right amount of useful text.”

George Thompson, “Excellent book. Excellent book on Puryear.”

ashley oates, “Great Book - Bad shipping. It took WAY too long to get to us! otherwise a beautiful
book that will be enjoyed by our retiring wood shop teacher.”

Howardnoe, “Same book as sold at the museum .... ... but much cheaper. It was worth waiting a
few days to get this catalogue, rather than having immediate satisfaction by immediate purchase
at the museum. [Great artist, by the way!]”

Chance A. Dunlap, “Puryear is in a class of his own.. An excellent work with great photos and
text. A beautiful book that could be enjoyed by anyone interested in expertly crafted
contemporary art.”

Marjorie Roen, “This artist gives me hope for our world.. Being at the opening of this show at
moma was an amazingly wonderful and magical evening. Went to the very exciting opening of
this show in NYC and it was truly uplifting to my soul, a very inspired exhibit!!Emotional content
mixed with organic elements of expression. Amazing accomplishment. He is a 30 year ago Art
school friend of my friend.For me it was like a immensely large tree [the art show] growing in the
middle of a cement Jungle [NYC]. Signs of life, expression, that are giving me hope .I Highly
recommend this show, and while I agree that moma may not be the best place to show his work,
the contrast to that place was so striking that his work seemed very alive and sprouting right
through the dullness.I like this quote from a review:Unlike other sculptors his age who emerged
in the post-minimalist era, he values what he can make with his hands. His efforts are not just
conceptual but physical. As critic Michael Brenson once observed, ''Puryear has the ability to
make sculpture that is known by the body before it is articulated by the mind."”



Cycolo, “     .                                            ”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 17 people have provided feedback.
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